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How successful has China been in addressing its environmental crisis? And what 
does this tell us about the state of the Chinese state and the viability of the so-called 
China model? Yanzhong Huang addresses these questions through an in-depth 
investigation of China’s environmental health governance. By examining the party-
state’s capacity to respond effectively to the deepening environmental health crisis, 
regarded by Huang as “perhaps the most important litmus test for the resilience of 
the Chinese state” (p. 18), he seeks to evaluate the crisis management skills and 
governance performance of China’s authoritarian political system. Huang shows that 
while impressive progress has been made in reducing pollution and tackling envi-
ronmental health under Xi Jinping, a closer investigation finds only mixed results 
and numerous adverse effects that highlight the “constraints and flaws of China’s 
authoritarian governance model” (p.183) – most importantly the fragility of a 
regime that bases its legitimacy largely on performance, the lack of institutionalized 
public participation, and policy implementation that remains “lopsided, non-syn-
ergistic, and based on coercion” (p. 191). Huang’s analysis challenges “the widely 
held view that China is winning the environmental health battle” (p. 3) and reveals 
what he calls an “authoritarian system that is remarkably resilient but fundamentally 
flawed” (p. 192).

Through five main chapters and a multi-disciplinary approach, Huang takes 
detailed account of the effects of China’s environmental pollution and carefully 
assesses the effectiveness of China’s state response. The first part of the book high-
lights the enormous extent and complexity of China’s air, water and soil pollution 
and its detrimental consequences not only for human health but also for China’s 
national economy, sociopolitical stability and foreign policy. The second part of the 
book evaluates the government’s environmental health-related policy efforts. Huang 
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outlines the evolution of environmental health policy as a “long and windy tale” 
(p.87) from the emergence of environmental awareness in the 1960s to becoming 
a top policy priority under Xi Jinping, and identifies a number of limitations and 
dilemmas in China’s policymaking that impede effective implementation, including 
a lack of convergence of science and policy, state-society information asymmetry, 
delays in creating a health-related environmental policy, and a continuing conflict 
between development and environmental health.

Turning to the implementation stage, Huang assesses the new policy instruments 
and governance mechanisms introduced under Xi, including more quantifiable and 
transparent policy targets, engaging the public in policy implementation, centralized 
environmental monitoring, and policy enforcement supervision. While these demon-
strate a recognition of existing problems and “wholesale commitment to the cause” 
(p.188), Huang contends that many of the inherent policy implementation challenges 
– such as upward accountability, lack of public participation, conflict between func-
tional departments and territorial governments, and the central state’s inability to 
effectively monitor and evaluate bureaucratic performance – remain untouched and 
continue to hamper policy effectiveness. Rather than rendering the environmental 
governance regime more flexible and effective, Huang argues that recent reforms 
have not changed the “impromptu, nonparticipatory, unaccountable, and mobiliza-
tional policy process, which often leads to undesirable and unintended policy out-
comes” (p. 184), and are thus “no more than an effort to tighten authoritarian con-
trol” (pp.191–192). Getting an effective handle on the environmental health crisis 
would, however, require “profound changes in state-market relations, bureaucratic 
power structure, and state-society relations” (p. 15). Huang thus comes to similar 
conclusions as Li Yifei and Judith Shapiro in their book China goes green: Coercive 
environmentalism for a troubled planet (2020), which came out around a similar 
time.

One might wonder whether Huang’s arguments about the flaws in China’s envi-
ronmental governance model are really new. Most of the implementation challenges 
are well-known in the literature and similar points have also been raised with regard 
to the recent centralization efforts and governance mechanisms introduced under Xi. 
A more thorough engagement with the existing literature on China’s environmental 
governance and recent reforms in the second part of the book could have under-
pinned Huang’s arguments and substantiated some of the sections that naturally have 
to remain on the surface given the wealth of issues covered in the book. However, 
Huang’s multi-disciplinary approach and the comprehensiveness and detail in which 
he assesses the extent and effects of China’s environmental health crisis and recent 
policy efforts is truly new and complements Li and Shapiro’s macro-level approach. 
Moreover, Huang gives clear answers to two important and very timely questions. 
First, with regard to the resilience of the Chinese party-state, Huang shows that 
China’s handling of the environmental health crisis has demonstrated the regime’s 
remarkable resilience. This resilience is, however, not based on innovation and adap-
tation, but on the strengthening of authoritarian control and a “mobilizational state” 
(pp.190) that will continue to be haunted by the environmental crisis unless funda-
mental change occurs, including more participatory forms of governance. Second, 
amid ongoing discussions about the viability of “environmental authoritarianism” as 
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approach for solving the global environmental crisis, Huang highlights the flaws and 
weaknesses in Xi’s authoritarian style of governance. Together with the enormous 
extent of environmental degradation in China, this calls in question the superiority 
of the so-called China model.

I would highly recommend this book for China scholars and those interested in 
authoritarian governance approaches and recent developments under Xi, both in the 
environmental realm and beyond. The book is also of great value for classes on Chi-
nese politics, authoritarianism and environmental politics to show the potentials and 
limitations of authoritarian models of governance and for a clear assessment of the 
recent governance reforms under Xi Jinping.
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